1. **Journal publications**
2. **External grants**
3. **Research higher degree and honors supervision**

**JOURNAL PUBLICATIONS**


EXTERNAL GRANTS


RESEARCH HIGHER DEGREE AND HONORS SUPERVISION (primary supervision)

Doctor of Philosophy

B. Desbrow, Griff  AWARDED  2008
D. Loveless, Griff  AWARDED  2009
P. Montgomery, Griff, AIS  SUBMITTED  2009
N. Stroud, Griff  CANDIDATE cont.
M. Haycock, Griff  CANDIDATE cont.
M. Simmonds, Griff  CANDIDATE cont.
S. Joyce, Griff  CANDIDATE cont.

Master of Philosophy

N. Sikkema, Vrije Universiteit  AWARDED  2005

Bachelor of Exercise Science (Honors)

M. Simmonds, Griff  AWARDED  2006 (1C, APA)
S. Joyce, Griff  AWARDED  2008 (1C, APA)

Bachelor of Physiotherapy (Honors)/ Bachelor of Exercise Science

C. Wood, Griff  AWARDED  2005 (1C)
S. Bathersby, Griff  AWARDED  2007 (1C)